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In object-oriented programming, inheritance enables new objects to take on the properties of existing objects.
A class that is used as the basis for inheritance is called a superclass or base class. A class that inherits from
a superclass is called a subclass or derived class.The terms parent class and child class are also acceptable
terms to use respectively.
Object-oriented programming concepts: Inheritance | Adobe
The top left corner of the screen is the point is (0, 0) or CGPointZero.In iOS we represent points using
theCGPoint struct. The horizontal axis is the X axis and the vertical one is the Y axis.The more to the right a
point is the greater the x coordinate will be.
UIView Fundamentals - We Swift
Inheritance, encapsulation, abstraction and polymorphism are four of the fundamental concepts of
object-oriented programming. You should have already learned about inheritance and encapsulation in
previous articles.
OOP concepts: Polymorphism and interfaces | Adobe
Free download SAP PDF Books and training material, online training materials, complete beginners guide,
ebooks, study material. Users need to register first in order to download or read the SAP pdf books STechies
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